A weakly supervised learning based clustering framework is proposed in this paper. As the core of this framework, we introduce a novel multiple instance learning task based on a bag level label called unique class count (ucc), which is the number of unique classes among all instances inside the bag. In this task, no annotations on individual instances inside the bag are needed during training of the models. We mathematically prove that a perfect ucc classifier, in principle, can be used to perfectly cluster individual instances inside the bags. In other words, perfect clustering of individual instances is possible even when no annotations on individual instances are given during training. We have constructed a neural network based ucc classifier and experimentally shown that the clustering performance of our framework with our ucc classifier is comparable to that of fully supervised learning models. We have also observed that our ucc classifiers can potentially be used for zero-shot learning as they learn better semantic features than fully supervised models for 'unseen classes', which have never been input into the models during training.
Introduction
In machine learning, there are two main learning tasks on two ends of scale bar: unsupervised learning and supervised learning. Generally, performance of supervised models is better than that of unsupervised models since the mapping between data and associated labels is provided explicitly in supervised learning. This performance advantage of supervised learning requires a lot of labelled data, which is expensive. Any other learning tasks reside in between these two tasks, so are their performances. Weakly supervised learning is an example of such tasks.
There are three types of supervision in weakly supervised learning: incomplete, inexact and inaccurate supervision. Multiple instance learning (MIL) is a special type of weakly supervised learning and a typical example of inexact supervision [54] . In MIL, data consists of bags of instances and their corresponding bag level labels. Although the labels are somehow related to instances inside the bags, the instances are not explicitly labeled. In traditional MIL, given the bags and corresponding bag level labels, task is to learn the mapping between bags and labels while the goal is to predict labels of unseen bags [12, 16] .
In this paper, we explore the feasibility of finding out labels of individual instances inside the bags only given the bag level labels, i.e. there is no individual instance level labels. One important application of this task is in the area of finding out clones of cancer cells, i.e. cell clusters with similar biological capabilities, in a single tumor. Locating different clones in a tumor is important for treatments, but it is not possible with current technologies. The only thing available is the number of clones in the tumor by using expensive genomics methods. However, it is important to infer cluster labels by exploiting the number of clones in tumor, which is equivalent to finding out labels of individual instances inside the bags by using bag level labels.
In many complex systems, such as in cancer, measurements can only be obtained at coarse level (bag level), but information at fine level (individul instance level) is of paramount importance. To achieve this, we propose a weakly supervised learning based clustering framework. Given a dataset consisting of instances with unknown labels, our ultimate objective is to cluster the instances in this dataset. To achieve this objective, we introduce a novel MIL task as follows: We organize the dataset into non-empty bags, where each bag is a subset of individual instances from this dataset. Each bag is associated with a bag level label called unique class count (ucc), which is the number of unique classes or the number of clusters among all the instances inside the bag. Then, our MIL task is to learn mapping between the bags and their associated bag level ucc labels and then to predict the ucc labels of unseen bags. We mathematically show that a ucc classifier trained on this task can be used to perform unsupervised clustering.
Our weakly supervised clustering framework is illustrated in Figure 1 . It consists of a neural network based ucc classifier, which is called as Unique Class Count (U CC) model, and an unsupervised clustering branch. The U CC model accepts any bag of instances as input and uses ucc labels for supervised training. Then, the trained U CC model is used as a feature extractor and unsupervised clustering is performed on the extracted features of individual instances inside the bags in the clustering branch. Note that ucc does not directly provide an exact label for each individual instance. Therefore, our framework is a weakly supervised clustering framework. Moreover, while U CC model is trained in a fully supervised fashion on ucc labels, clustering is performed completely in an unsupervised fashion.
Finally, we have constructed ucc classifiers and experimentally shown that clustering performance of our framework with our ucc classifiers are comparable to performance of fully supervised learning models. We have also observed that our ucc classifiers can potentially be used for zero-shot learning as they learn better semantic features than fully supervised models for 'unseen classes', which have never been input into the models during training.
Hence, there are three main contributions of this paper: (i) We have defined unique class count as a bag level label in MIL setup and mathematically proved that a perfect ucc classifier, in principle, can be used to perfectly cluster the individual instances inside the bags. (ii) We have constructed a neural network based ucc classifier by incorporating kernel density estimation (KDE) [32] as a layer into our model architecture, which provided us with end-to-end training capability. (iii) We have experimentally shown that clustering performance of our framework is comparable to performance of fully supervised learning models. The rest of this paper is organized such that related work is presented in Section 2, details of our weakly supervised clustering framework are explained in Section 3, results of the conducted experiments are presented in Section 4 and Section 5 concludes the paper.
Related Work
This work is partly related to MIL which was first introduced in [12] for drug activity prediction. Different types of MIL were derived with different assumptions [8, 17, 18, 50, 51, 55] , which are reviewed in detail in [16] , and they were used for many different applications such as, image annotation/categorization/retrieval [9, 38, 52] , text categorization [2, 37] , spam detection [21] , medical diagnosis [14] , face/object detection [15, 48] and object tracking [4] .
MIL algorithms are grouped into three: instancespace paradigm, bag-space paradigm and embedded-space paradigm, in which each bag is transformed to a feature vector and discriminative classifier trained on feature vectors in embedded space [1] . Our U CC model also employs embedded-space paradigm such that each bag embedding is done by using KDE on feature vectors of instances inside the bag, which are extracted by a neural network.
Although using neural networks in MIL is not new [33, 49, 56] , exploiting the power of deep learning has recently become popular [41, 42] . Different types of pooling layers are used to combine extracted features/scores of instances inside the bags, such as max-pooling [41, 42, 56] and logsum-exp pooling [33, 41, 42] . On the other hand, our U CC model uses KDE layer in order to estimate the distribution of extracted features. The advantage of KDE over pooling layers is that it embeds the instance level features into distribution space rather than summarizing them.
Another related area is set classification, which is the same thing with bag classification in MIL since a bag is a set of instances. Recently, there are a few deep learning based studies in this area [26, 34, 45] . In 'Deep Sets' [45] , the general form of permutation invariant set functions on a set is defined. Our U CC model also has the same form, so it is permutation invariant. Besides, there are other works studying invariance and equivariance in deep architectures in terms of other forms of transformations [7, 11, 19, 39] .
Set prediction task has been achieved by using two independent neural networks to predict the cardinality and members of the set in [34] . Then, same task has been achieved by a single network in [35] . There are also methods modelling cardinality and set distributions [5, 22, 29] . Note that cardinality of a set and ucc are completely different from each other. It is also important to state that ucc is obviously different from object/crowd counting [3, 20, 47, 53] since the task in object/crowd counting is to count the instances of the same type of object or people.
Other related work to our study is distribution regression since the second part of our model also regresses on distributions. Distribution to distribution regression has been studied in [31] . Recently, a compact network learning model for this task have also been introduced and used in [23, 24] . In our U CC model, we have used multi-layer perceptrons for distribution regression; however, it is also possible to use such a network model in order to utilize its compactness.
Lastly, the performance of our U CC models and the fully supervised counterparts were compared in our experiments. However, it is appropriate to include also unsupervised works that set the baseline [40, 46] and achieved state of the art [13, 44] results on MNIST [27] and CIFAR10 [25] datasets.
Weakly Supervised Clustering Framework
In this section, we first define our eventual objective. Then, we formally define our novel MIL task, which is the core of our weakly supervised clustering framework. Finally, we explain details of the two main components of our framework, namely U CC model and unsupervised clustering branch.
Eventual Objective: Let X = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n } be a dataset such that each instance x i ∈ X belongs to a class, but its label is unknown. In this paper, we assume that total number of classes K is known. Hence, each instance x i is endowed with an underlying, but unkown, label L(x i ) = l i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K}. Further assume that for each class k ∈ {1, 2, · · · K}, there exist at least one element x i ∈ X such that L(x i ) = l i = k. Our eventual objective is to derive a predicted class labell i for each instance x i that tends towards underlying truth class l i , i.e.
In order to achieve this objective, we construct a weakly supervised learning based clustering framework, the core of which is designed by introducing a novel MIL task.
A Novel MIL Task
In this novel MIL task, unique class count is used as an inexact, weak, bag level label and is defined in Definition 1.
Definition 1. -Unique Class Count: Given a subset σ ζ ⊂ X , unique class count, η σ ζ , is defined as the number of unique classes that all instances in the subset σ ζ belongs to, i.e. η σ ζ = |{L(x i )|x i ∈ σ ζ }|. Recall that each instance belongs to an underlying unknown class.
Next, we introduce our MIL task. Assume that we are given subsets σ ζ ⊂ X , ζ = 1, 2, · · · , N and unique class count η σ ζ ∀σ ζ . Hence, MIL dataset is D = {(σ 1 , η σ1 ), · · · , (σ N , η σ N )}. Then, our novel MIL task is to learn the mapping between the bags and their associated bag level ucc labels while the goal is to predict the ucc labels of unseen bags.
Given a dataset D, our eventual objective is to assign a label to each instance x i ∈ X such that assigned labels and underlying unknown classes are consistent. To achieve this eventual objective, a deep learning model has been designed that, in principle, guarantees to achieve the following intermediate objectives while it is being trained on our MIL task:
1. Unique class count: Given an unseen set σ ζ , the deep learning model, which is trained on D, can predict its unique class count η σ ζ correctly. 2. Labels on sets: Let σ ζ and σ ξ be two disjoint pure sets (see Definition 2) such that while all instances in σ ζ belongs to one underlying class, all instances in σ ξ belongs to another class. Given σ ζ and σ ξ , the deep learning model should enable us to develop an unsupervised learning model to label instances in σ ζ and σ ξ as belonging to different classes. Note that the underlying classes for instances in σ ζ and σ ξ are unknown. 3. Labels on instances: Given individual instances x i ∈ X , the deep learning model should enable us to assign a label to each individual instance x i such that all instances with different/same underlying unknown classes are assigned different/same labels. This is the eventual unsupervised learning objective.
Definition 2.
A set σ is called a pure set if its unique class count equals one. All pure sets is denoted by the symbol σ pure in this paper.
We have designed a deep learning based 'Unique Class Count (U CC)' model in order to achieve the stated objectives. Next section will give the details of our U CC model and propositions showing that the stated objectives, in principle, can be achieved by our U CC model.
Unique Class Count Model
Our unique class count model, namely U CC, can be built by stacking up two neural network modules and can be trained end-to-end. We define our ucc classifier as (θ feature , θ drn ). The first module θ feature extracts features from individual instances; then distributions of features are constructed from extracted features. The second module θ drn is used to predict ucc label from these distributions.
Formally, for
As a short hand, we write the operator θ feature as operating element wise on the set to generate a feature matrix θ feature (σ ζ ) = f σ ζ with matrix elements f j,i σ ζ ∈ R, representing the j th feature of the i th instance. After obtaining features for all instances in σ ζ , a kernel density Figure 2 (a).
Kernel Density Estimation Module
In U CC model (θ feature , θ drn ), input is a set σ ζ and output is corresponding ucc labelη σ ζ , which does not depend on permutation of the instances in σ ζ . Therefore, we need a permutation invariant U CC model. KDE module provides U CC model with permutation-invariant property.
Kernel density estimation is a statistical method to estimate underlying unknown probability distribution in data [32] . It works based on fitting kernels at sample points of an unknown distribution and adding them up to construct the estimated probability distribution (see Supplementary  A) . In U CC model, KDE module uses the Gaussian kernel. Each extracted feature f j,i σ ζ is used as a sample point of underlying distribution and estimated feature distribution
. Furthermore, our model can be trained end-to-end since the Gaussian kernel is differentiable. Derivative of h j σ ζ (v) with respect to input of KDE module, f j,i σ ζ , and code for implementation of KDE module in Keras [10] is given in Supplementary A.
Properties of Unique Class Count Model
This section mathematically proves that the U CC model guarantees, in principle, to achieve the stated intermediate objectives in 
The contra-positive of Proposition 3 can be used to prove that without knowing underlying truth classes of individual instances, using the "weak" knowledge of unique class count alone is sufficient to derive labels for pure sets. Proposition 4 formally states this result.
Suppose we have a perfect ucc classifier (see Definition 3). For any two pure sets σ pure ζ and σ pure ξ , which consist of instances of two different underlying classes, ucc labels must be predicted correctly by the perfect ucc classifier. Hence, the conditions of Proposition 4 are satisfied, so we have h σ pure ζ = h σ pure ξ . Therefore, we can, in principle, perform an unsupervised clustering on the distributions of the sets without knowing the underlying truth classes of the instances. Hence, the perfect ucc classifier enables us to achieve our intermediate objective of "Labels on sets". Definition 3. A perfect unique class count classifier (θ * feature , θ * drn ) takes in any set σ and output the correct predicted unique class countη σ = η σ .
Proposition 5. Given a perfect unique class count classifier (θ * feature , θ * drn ). The dataset X can be perfectly clustered into K subsets σ pure ξ , ξ = 1, 2, · · · , K, such that X = Proposition 5 states that given a perfect ucc classifier, by performing predictions of ucc labels alone, without any knowledge of underlying truth classes for instances, one can in principle perform perfect clustering for individual instances. Hence, a perfect ucc classifier enables us to achieve our intermediate objective of "Labels on instances". Proposition 6. Given a perfect unique class count clas-
Proposition 6 states that given a perfect U CC model, one can, in principle, perfectly cluster all pure subsets in the dataset by clustering the corresponding distributions obtained by the U CC model. This property of U CC model is the core of our unsupervised instance clustering branch in our framework.
Unsupervised Instance Clustering
In order to achieve our ultimate objective of developing an unsupervised learning model for clustering all the instances in dataset X , we add this unsupervised clustering branch into our framework. Theoreticallly, we have shown in Proposition 6 that given perfect ucc classifier, distributions of pure subsets of instances coming from different underlying classes are different.
In practice, it may not be always possible (probably most of the times) to train a perfect ucc classifier, so we try to approximate it. First of all, we train our ucc classifier on our novel MIL task and save our trained model (θ feature ,θ drn ). Then, we use trained feature extractorθ feature to obtain feature matrix f X =θ feature (X ). Finally, extracted features are clustered in an unsupervised fashion, by using simple k-means and spectral clustering methods. Figure 2(b) illustrates the unsupervised clustering process in our framework.
A good feature extractorθ feature is of paramount importance in this task. It is possible to train a very good ucc classifier with a strongθ drn and relatively poorθ feature , which may result in a poor unsupervised clustering performance in practice. However, our goal is to have a strongθ feature so as to achieve high clustering performance in our unsupervised instance clustering task.
Experiments
This section compares the performances of different models in terms of our eventual objective of unsupervised instance clustering on MNIST and CIFAR10 datasets. Our experiments used traditional classification models and unique class count models. While classification models were trained on original classification tasks, ucc models were trained on our MIL task. Then, these models were used to extract features for unsupervised clustering of individual instances.
Moreover, while in most of the classification experiments for MNIST and CIFAR10 in the literature, data from all 10 classes are being used in training, we opt to use data from only a few classes for training. As an example, for MNIST, we use data only from digit 0 and digit 1 classes to train our models, during test time, we feed in all digits to extract features and perform clustering. In this case, 'seen' classes are digit 0 and digit 1 and 'unseen' classes are digit 2 to 9. We trained our models on t 'seen' classes and test them on three cases: 'all' 10 classes, t 'seen' classes and 10 − t 'unseen' classes for different values of t.
The purpose of these experiments is to see if the trained model can extract meaningful semantic features even for 'unseen' classes. We found that feature distributions of: (i) 'seen' classes had little overlap, (ii) 'seen' and 'unseen' classes had little overlap and (iii) different 'unseen' classes had little overlap.
The third observation was indeed surprising because no data from the 'unseen' classes were used during training; however, from the 'seen' classes, the network was able to infer semantic features of classes that had never been used in training. More detailed discussion is given in Section 4.4.
Model Architectures
Three different kinds of models were trained on both datasets: classification models (Classif ication), which took individual instances as inputs and were trained on instance level ground truths and two different ucc models (U CC and U CC 2+ ), which took sets of instances as inputs and were trained on ucc labels. While U CC and U CC 2+ models were sharing the same architecture, major difference between them was that U CC models were trained on any kind of bags (ucc1 − ucc10) and U CC 2+ models were trained on bags with instances from at least two classes (ucc2 − ucc10). The aim of traininig U CC 2+ models is to experimentally check whether U CC 2+ models can perform as good as U CC models even if there is no pure subsets during training. Please note that, while U CC and U CC 2+ are referring to the ucc models, ucc1, ucc2, · · · , ucc10 refer to the unique class counts. Details of Classif ication and ucc model architectures are given in Supplementary C. It is important to note that all models for a dataset share the same architecture for feature extractor module.
U CC U CC 2+
MNIST 0.9994 0.9972 CIFAR10 0.9091 0.8855 Table 1 . Unique class count prediction accuracies of U CC and U CC 2+ models trained on 10 'seen' classes.
Datasets
We trained and tested our models on MNIST and CI-FAR10 datasets. We have X mnist,tr , X mnist,val and X mnist,test for MNIST, and X cif ar,tr , X cif ar,val and X cif ar,test for CIFAR10 (for details see Supplementary D) . Note that tr, val and test subscripts stand for 'training', 'validation' and 'test' sets, respectively. All the results presented in this paper were obtained on hold-out test sets X mnist,test and X cif ar,test .
Classif ication models took individual instances as inputs and were trained on instance level ground truths and U CC and U CC 2+ models took sets of instances as inputs and were trained on ucc labels. Inputs to U CC and U CC 2+ models were sampled from the power sets of MNIST and CIFAR10 datasets, i.e. 2 Xmnist,tr and 2 X cif ar,tr (for details see Supplementary D) .
In order to compare the power of our models on unseen classes, we trained different models on instances of different combination of 'seen' classes. We trained different Classif ication, U CC and U CC 2+ models on different t 'seen' classes, where t = 2, 3, · · · , 10 for Classif ication and U CC models and t = 3, 4, · · · , 10 for U CC 2+ models. Since it is possible to choose t 'seen' classes in many possible combinations (there are 10 t possible combinations), we randomly chose 5 different combinations for each t, except t = 10 since there is only one possible combination (for details see Supplementary D).
Unique Class Count Prediction
Preceeding sections showed, in theory, that a perfect ucc classifier can perform 'weakly' supervised learning perfectly. We empirically found that a high ucc classifier performance is important for the subsequent clustering task, indeed a ∼10% degradation in ucc classifier performance leads to ∼50% degradation in clustering performance.
We evaluate ucc prediction accuracy of our U CC and U CC 2+ models trained on 10 'seen' classes in accordance with our first intermediate objective that ucc models should predict ucc labels of unseen subsets correctly. We randomly sampled 5040 subsets for each ucc label from the power sets 2 Xmnist,test and 2 X cif ar,test and calculated the prediction accuracies, which are summarized in Table 1 (see Supplementary E for confusion matrices). While U CC and U CC 2+ models were almost perfect ucc classifiers on MNIST, a ∼10% degradation of classification performance on CIFAR10 leads to ∼50% degradation in clustering performance. In Table 1 for CIFAR10, classification accuracy of U CC and U CC 2+ are 91% and 89%, respectively, which means a ∼10% degradation from perfect ucc classifier performance. On the other hand, in Table 4 for t = 10 on CIFAR10, while v-measure of Classif ication model is 0.558, v-measure values of U CC and U CC 2+ models drop to 0.288 and 0.313, respectively, which is ∼50% degradation in clustering performance.
Labels on Sets
Inter-class Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence [28] values of feature distributions in test sets X mnist,test and X cif ar,test are used for comparison on 'Labels on sets' objective of assigning labels to pure sets. Higher values of JS divergence are desired since it means that distributions of pure sets of different underlying classes are far apart from each other. For all models, features of individual instances were collected from F f eature layer (see Supplementary C) .
Distributions of a class were obtained by performing kernel density estimation on features exracted by a trained model. Then, inter-class JS divergence values were calculated between all classes (see Supplementary F for distributions and JS divergence matrices). Note that, all classes were used in calculations; although, the model might had been trained on some of the classes only.
Average of minimum inter-class JS divergences for all models are presented in Table 2 . For Classif ication, U CC and U CC 2+ models trained on 10 'seen' classes on both MNIST and CIFAR10 datasets, non-zero minimum inter-class JS divergences indicate that pure sets of different underlying classes can be discriminated. (See Supplementary F for details.)
Minimum inter-class JS divergence is the most important metric in this part since it directly affects clustering performance of unsupervised clustering models. For MNIST, our U CC and U CC 2+ models generally give comparable results with Classif ication models for this metric (Table 2). However, for CIFAR10, U CC and U CC 2+ models perform worse than Classif ication models. The reason of performance difference of ucc models between MNIST and CIFAR10 is that U CC and U CC 2+ models on CI-FAR10 are not as close to perfect ucc classifier as their MNIST counterparts. Furthermore, for MNIST dataset, Classif ication models are expectedly a bit better than U CC and (especially) U CC 2+ models as the number of 'seen' classes increases since they have the advantage of full supervision on 'seen' classes while U CC and U CC 2+ models only have a weak form of supervision at bag level, not even on instance level. On the other hand, U CC and U CC 2+ models for few number of 'seen' classes', give better results than Classif ication models, which suggests that they learn better semantic feature distributions for 'un- Classif ication 0.015 0.016 0.015 0.015 0.008 0.012 0.007 0.003 0.003 U CC 0.009 0.009 0.006 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.005 0.003 0.001 U CC 2+ 0.007 0.006 0.005 0.006 0.006 0.005 0.004 0.002 - Table 2 . Average minimum inter-class JS divergences on 'all classes' for models trained on t 'seen' classes. Best values are highlighted.
MNIST CIFAR10 U CC 2+ (ours) 0.964 0.413 JULE [44] 0.964 0.272 U CC (ours) 0.954 0.371 GMVAE [13] 0.885 -Spectral Clustering [46] 0.696 0.247 K-means [40] 0.572 0.229 Table 3 . Clustering accuracies of our ucc models trained on 10 'seen' classes together with baseline and state of the art models.
seen' classes than Classif ication models on MNIST. Consequently, while U CC and U CC 2+ models, which are close to perfect ucc predictor, give comparable results to Classif ication models on MNIST dataset, they do not perform this good on CIFAR10 dataset. Hence, almost perfect 'ucc' predictor is important to discriminate the distributions of pure sets of different underlying classes. Moreover, U CC and U CC 2+ models, given that they are almost perfect ucc predictors, perform better than Classif ication models on 'unseen' classes.
Labels on Instances
This part corresponds to our eventual objective of 'Labels on instances'. V-measure [36] is used as a metric to compare unsupervised instance clustering performances of different Classif ication, U CC and U CC 2+ models. For all models, features of individual instances were collected from F f eature layer (see Supplementary C) .
By using our trained models, we extracted features of individual instances of all classes in test sets X mnist,test and X cif ar,test . Then, we performed unsupervised clustering in three different ways. We clustered instances of (i) 'all classes' together, (ii) only 'seen' classes and (iii) only 'unseen' classes. For all experiments, we tried both k-means and spectral clustering, due to space limitations, we reported the results of the method giving best results (see Supplementary G for details). For MNIST dataset, we reported results of k-means clustering for Classif ication models and spectral clustering with nearest-neighbours affinity matrix for U CC and U CC 2+ models. For CIFAR10 dataset, we reported k-means clustering results for all models. Note that number of classes in ground truth were used as number of clusters.
We compare clustering accuracies (see Supplementary G) of our U CC and U CC 2+ models trained on 10 'seen' classes together with baseline and state of the art clustering accuracies in the literature in Table 3 . For both MNIST and CIFAR10 datasets, our U CC and U CC 2+ models are better than baseline performances in the literature [40, 46] . This is expected because our U CC and U CC 2+ models have been trained in a weakly supervised fashion, while baseline methods are totally unsupervised. For the state of the art case in MNIST, while U CC model is giving the same clustering accuracy with JULE [44] , clustering accuracy of our U CC 2+ model is 1% less than them. However, both U CC and U CC 2+ models are much better than JULE [44] on CIFAR10. Furthermore, our U CC and U CC 2+ are much better than GMVAE [13] on MNIST. There are some other unsupervised clustering works [6, 30, 43] that claim state of the art results; however they are not included in our comparison since they do not separate training and testing data, i.e. their results are not on hold-out test sets.
Here, the important thing is the comparison of clustering accuracies of our Classif ication and ucc models within themselves since they share the same feature extractors. Average v-measure values of all models for 'all classes' and 'unseen classes' cases are presented in Table 4 and Table 5 , respectively. (See Supplementary G for details.)
For both cases on CIFAR10, performance of Classif ication models are better than U CC and U CC 2+ models in general since our ucc models do not approximate to perfect ucc classifier well. However, for 'unseen classes' case, especially as the number of 'unseen' classes increases, we see that U CC and U CC 2+ models become more competitive with Classif ication models, which again suggests that ucc classifiers extract better semantic features for 'unseen classes'. We will analyze the performance of models on MNIST in detail below.
For 'all classes' case (Table 4 ), our observations on v-measure values are consistent with previous observations on JS divergence values on 'all classes': Generally, U CC and U CC 2+ models give competitive results with Classif ication models. As the number of 'seen' classes t = 10 t = 9 t = 8 t = 7 t = 6 t = 5 t = 4 t = 3 t = 2 increases, Classif ication models become better than ucc models, as expected. When we compare ucc models within themselves, they are almost equal. This is an important observation that even if we don't have access to pure subsets of power set, our novel MIL task provides our models with the capability of learning the representation of individual classes embedded in weak ucc labels. For 'unseen classes' case (Table 5) , surprisingly, ucc models give better results than Classif ication models. Especially, if there are few 'seen' classes during training, ucc models perform much better than Classif ication models. When we compare U CC and U CC 2+ models, they are almost equal. Our experiments suggest that ucc models have higher generalization capability and they extract better semantic features for 'unseen' classes.
MNIST
Consequently, given an almost perfect ucc classifier, U CC and U CC 2+ models give competitive results with Classif ication models. In the absence of full supervison, while both U CC and U CC 2+ models are definitely promising for large number of 'seen' classes during training, U CC models are better for few number of 'seen' classes. If performance on 'unseen' classes is a concern in an application, U CC and U CC 2+ models are the best choice to work with. Hence, they are promising for unsupervised instance clustering applications.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a weakly supervised learning based clustering framework and introduce a novel MIL task as the core of this framework. We have defined ucc as a bag level label in MIL setup and mathematically proved that a perfect ucc classifier, in principle, can be used to perfectly cluster individual instances inside the bags.
We designed a neural network based ucc classifer and experimentally showed that clustering performance of our framework with our ucc classifier is comparable to performance of fully supervised learning models. However, a good quality ucc classifier is a necessity for good clustering performance: a ∼10% degradation in ucc classifier resulted in ∼50% decrease in clustering performance in CIFAR10. Furthermore, we observed that our ucc classifier learns better semantic features than Classif ication models for 'unseen classes'. Actually, this is a good and promising property for 'zero-shot learning'.
In future work, our models will be analyzed in 'zero-shot learning' setup. Moreover, adaptation of well-known deep learning architectures to our framework and their performance analysis will be tested. We also plan to explore clustering performance of U CC 3+ or higher order ucc models.
